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Abstract: The vibrating mesh nebulizer (VMN) has gained popularity for its compactness and
noiselessness. This study investigates the impact of different air inlet structures on the deposition
fraction (DF) of droplets generated by VMNs in an idealized mouth–throat (MT) airway model.
Three homemade VMNs with semi-circular inlet, symmetrical four-inlet, and multiple-orifice inlet
structures were evaluated through simulations and experiments. The changes in droplet DF of 0.9%
w/v concentration of nebulized sodium chloride (NaCl) droplets as a function of inertial parameters
were acquired under different inhalation flow conditions. Additionally, flow field distributions in
models with different inlet structures were analyzed at a steady inspiratory flow rate of 15 L/min. The
results indicate that optimizing the VMN’s air inlet structure significantly enhances droplet delivery
efficiency. The multiple–orifice inlet structure outperformed the other designs, directing the airflow
from the inlet position to the center of the mouthpiece and then into the oral cavity, achieving a DF of
up to 20% at an inhalation flow rate of 15 L/min. The region of high airflow velocity between the
mouthpiece and oral cavity proved to be a favorable VMN inlet optimization, reducing direct droplet–
wall collisions and improving delivery efficiency. These findings offer insights for VMN design and
optimization to enhance pulmonary drug delivery effectiveness and therapeutic outcomes.

Keywords: vibrating mesh nebulizer; deposition fraction; CFD; air inlet structure; droplet; pulmonary
drug delivery

1. Introduction

Nebulization therapy is a treatment modality for respiratory diseases, wherein thera-
peutic aerosols for pulmonary application are generated by a nebulizer device [1,2]. With
the continuous improvement of manufacturing technology, the vibrating mesh nebulizer
(VMN) is considered to be an effective method for administering inhaled drugs and over-
comes the main limitations of jet and ultrasonic nebulizers [1,3,4]. The vibrating mesh in
the nebulizer contains a piezoelectric element that is fixed at the bottom of the nebulizer
chamber and vibrates when an electric current is applied [5,6]. The respirable solution in
the nebulizer chamber is converted into fine droplets that are directed towards the patient
through the upward and downward movement of the vibrating plate [3]. Compared to the
jet nebulizer, the VMN can result in a higher inhaled dose and lower residual dose during
aerosol delivery, while also being lightweight and portable [7,8]. Pitance et al. [9] compared
drug inhalation quality and urine drug concentration using three different nebulization
delivery devices. The results showed that the mesh nebulizer delivered a higher drug dose
and lung deposition than the compressed-air nebulizer. Moody et al. [10] discovered that
the VMN was superior in treating pediatric asthma compared to traditional jet nebulizers,
leading to a significant reduction in the incidence rate among children.

Thorough studies into the deposition mechanism of aerosols can offer improved
design solutions for inhalation therapy. Cheng et al. [11] measured aerosol deposition in
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the oropharyngeal region at different diameters and flow velocities. They discovered that
inertial impaction was the primary deposition mechanism, with both mean and minimum
particle diameters being significant influencing factors. Lin et al. [12] studied the factors
and patterns affecting particle deposition in the oropharyngeal region using Di-Ethyl-
Hexyl-Sebacate (DEHS) droplets. The results showed that reducing the inlet diameter
and increasing the inhalation flow rate correspondingly increased particle deposition
for particles with diameters of 4 and 8 µm but had no effect on 2 µm particles. Chen
et al. [13] simulated deposition due to gravitational sedimentation and inertial impaction
in a triple bifurcation airway of 1~7 µm particles. The findings show that large particles
with diameters of 5 µm and 7 µm exhibit minimal deposition efficiency due to gravity.
Additionally, the deposition efficiency of small particles decreases with increasing Stokes
number, indicating that sedimentation is the dominant deposition mechanism. The research
by Kleinstreuer and Zhang suggests that micrometer-sized particle deposition in the oral
airway primarily occurs in the tongue region of the mouth, the outer curvature of the
pharynx, the glottis, and the upstream region of the trachea [14]. Feng et al. [15] proposed a
comprehensive computational fluid droplet dynamics model to predict the transport, phase
change, and deposition of multi-component droplet–vapor interaction in the human upper
respiratory airway model. Golshahi et al. [16] quantified the deposition of micrometer-sized
aerosols in realistic oropharyngeal airway replicas of children aged 6~14 years old.

Researchers have proposed various design solutions to enhance drug delivery with
inhalation devices. Zhang et al. [17] developed an active and multi-dose dry powder
inhaler, which could efficiently deliver a small quantity of fine drug particles into the lungs
with high fine particle fraction. Kakada et al. [18] proposed a design solution for optimizing
pressurized metered dose inhalers (pMDI) through combining a vortex nozzle with a
dispersion nozzle to reduce the spray’s exit rate and thus optimize the deep lung deposition
of drug particles. Gong and Fu proposed a novel spray nebulizer and studied the effects of
structural parameters and liquid viscosity on its flow characteristics through experimental
research [19]. Selvam et al. [20] studied the effects of different geometric structures and
film properties on the aerosolization performance of dry powder inhaler (DPI) devices. The
findings showed that reducing the device’s inlet diameter and increasing the thickness of
the drug-coated film inside the device could optimize the DPI device’s design, leading to
improved dispersion of the drug aerosol and better nebulization efficiency. Hu et al. [21]
measured lung deposition of different drugs and nebulizer combinations under different
breathing patterns and found that a “slow deep breathing” pattern resulted in more drugs
delivered into the lung. Howe et al. [22] designed a jet platform for infant inhalation therapy,
which is driven by a positive-pressure air source with different parameters. Multiple air-jet
DPI designs were designed to be combined with the air sources, aiming to improve lung
delivery efficiency. Zhang et al. [23] developed a design based on the modular modified
Sympatec HELOS that integrates an inhaler device, artificial throat, and pre-separator with
the device. The dispersion, fluidization, transport, separation, and deposition processes
of the dry powder inhaler were studied at different inspiratory flows, monitoring the
real-time pulmonary drug delivery process. This study provides guidance for the design
and optimization of carrier-based dry powder inhalers. Talaat et al. [24] developed a
mass-based dosimetry method for evaluating metered-dose inhaler (MDI) drug delivery,
showing the important of appropriate deposition quantification methods for reliable MDI
drug delivery predictions in the human respiratory tract.

Modifications to the structure of the inhalation device can affect the airflow patterns
and the efficiency of drug delivery to the lungs. A series of studies have delved into the
intricate details of pressurized metered-dose inhalers (pMDIs) with the aim of enhancing
drug delivery efficiency. Kleinstreuer et al. [25] examined pMDIs, exploring the influence
of device propellants, nozzle diameters, and spacers on drug delivery to the lungs. Si
et al. [26] extended this exploration through investigating the effects of MDI canister-holder
guiding vanes and orifice airflow on inhalation dosimetry, recognizing their potential long-
lasting impact on aerosol penetration into smaller airways. A study by Leung et al. [27]
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has elucidated the different effects and the mechanism of the aerosolization of varied
dry powder inhaler formulations due to the grid design, indicating that the increased
retention of drugs on the mouthpiece due to increased powder–mouthpiece impaction
is offset by an increase in drug detachment from carriers. Experimental and simulation
studies have shown that optimizing the structure of inhalation devices is crucial for drug
delivery. However, optimizing lung drug delivery remains a challenging and important
research topic due to complex aerosol deposition mechanisms and the human lung airway’s
intricate geometry. This study aims to provide more effective design methods for optimizing
nebulizer structures.

Simulation studies of the nebulizer structure can help optimize the design, gain a
deeper understanding of the mechanism, and optimize parameters. Fossat et al. [28] in-
vestigated the mechanical behavior of an ultrasonic mesh atomizer using four analytical
models. The models considered modal analysis, kinematics of perforations, and the effects
of a stepped plate and piezoelectric ring, and the models’ validity was confirmed through
finite-element frequency domain computations. The study provided valuable insights into
the design and operation of the atomizer. Xi et al. [29] developed a practical technique for
visualizing nebulized aerosol deposition in a human airway model. They used a combina-
tion of 3D-printed airway replicas, Sar-Gel visualization, and computational simulations.
Combining experiments and simulations in research can validate the accuracy of the model
and provide more comprehensive results.

To investigate the impact of different air inlet structures on drug delivery efficiency,
this study designed three structures. Through simulations and experiments conducted in
an idealized MT model, the study analyzed the influence of inspiratory flow rate, droplet
diameter, and air inlet structures on the deposition fraction (DF) of droplets generated
by VMNs.

2. Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup

The study was conducted in an ISO 4 cleanroom within the laboratory, allowing
precise control over environmental variables. The laboratory was maintained at a constant
temperature of 26.5 ◦C± 1 ◦C and a relative humidity of 50%± 2%. The experimental setup
used in this study is presented in Figure 1. The homemade VMN outlet was connected to
an idealized MT model, positioned horizontally and accessed through a mouthpiece. An
airflow carrying droplets entered the MT model, where some droplets were deposited on
its surface, while others were captured with air through a bubble absorption tube, prefilter,
and membrane filter. The bubble absorption tube, filled with deionized water (Nandye
Co., Wenzhou, China), captured most of the droplets that leaked out of the MT model.
The prefilter intercepted large droplets generated by bubbles bursting in the absorption
tube, and the remaining droplets were collected using a membrane filter with a pore size
of 0.1 µm. The airflow was regulated using a glass rotor flowmeter (10–100 L/min, ±4%,
LZM-6T, Senlod Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China) to ensure stability during the experiments. The
homemade VMN setup used in the experiment mainly consists of a reservoir, a vibrating
mesh plate, an air inlet structure, a mouthpiece, and a driver circuit board, as illustrated in
Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup: (1) vibrating mesh nebulizer (VMN), (2) idealized mouth–
throat (MT) airway model, (3) bubble absorption tube, (4) prefilter, (5) membrane filter, (6) glass rotor
flowmeter, and (7) vacuum pump.
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Figure 2. Homemade VMN setup with different air inlet structures.

Test droplets were generated from a 0.9% w/v sodium chloride (NaCl) solution,
and three different homemade VMN inlet structures were evaluated: (1) a semi-circular
structure modeled based on a commercial VMN (HL100A, Yuwell Co., Danyang, China);
(2) a symmetrical four-inlet structure; and (3) a multiple-orifice structure. The three different
air inlet structures were 3D-printed (Form3, Formlabs, Somerville, Medford, OR, USA) as
shown in Figure 3a–c. The semi-circular structure consisted of a 3 mm wide opening on
the upper half of the circular pipe wall at the nebulizer outlet. The symmetrical four-inlet
structure had the same opening area as the semi-circular structure and consisted of four
inlet structures evenly distributed in the four directions (up, down, left, and right) on the
circular tube wall of the VMN. The multiple-orifice structure comprised two rings of small
orifices uniformly distributed on the circular tube wall at the VMN outlet. The diameter of
each orifice was 1 mm, and the total area equaled that of the previous two structures.

The droplet size distribution of a 0.9% w/v NaCl solution nebulized using the home-
made VMNs was measured using the light scattering method (Spraylink, Zhuhai Optical
Instrument Co., Ltd., Zhuhai, China). Since the nebulizer plate remains the same in all
tested VMNs, the droplet size distribution is consistent across different inlet structures. Af-
ter three measurements, the mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) of the droplets
generated by the VMN in this experiment was 5.019 micrometers, with a geometric stan-
dard deviation (GSD) of 1.495. The diameter measurement results were obtained through
averaging 10 samples of data taken within 30 s.
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Figure 3. 3D schematic of the three different air inlet structures: (a) semi-circular inlet, (b) symmetrical
four-inlet, and (c) multiple-orifice inlet.

The idealized MT model used in this experiment was proposed by Zhang et al. [30]
and has been demonstrated to accurately replicate the deposition characteristics of a real
human MT airway. The model, as shown in Figure 4, comprises a straight section of inlet, a
constriction nozzle of appropriate length, and a 90◦ bend. The oral inlet diameter is 30 mm,
and the throat outlet diameter is 8.5 mm. The mouth section is 50 mm in length, while the
nozzle that connects it to the bend measures 45 mm. The bend has a curvature radius of
50 mm. The MT model was divided into two symmetrical halves to facilitate the cleaning
of the inner surface following the deposition experiment.
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2.2. In Vitro Droplet Deposition Test

During the experiment, the experimental system was assembled according to the
structure shown in Figure 1. The vacuum pump was turned on to adjust the flow meter
until the flow rate stabilized, and then the VMN was turned on. The droplets generated
by the VMN passed through the experimental system with the airflow. Some droplets
were deposited in the MT model, while others were captured by the filtration devices.
Each droplet deposition experiment lasted approximately 5 min. After the deposition
experiments, all components were disassembled and subjected to ultrasonic cleaning.
The rinsing solution from each part was collected, and its chloride ion concentration was
measured to determine the mass of deposited droplets in each component and subsequently
calculate the DF. The measurement precision of the experiment was confirmed in the
preliminary stage [31,32], where the error between the collected droplet mass and the
total nebulization mass was less than 10%. The deposition experiments for the three inlet
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structures were conducted at inhalation flow rates of 15, 22.5, 30, 45, and 60 L/min. Each
experimental condition was repeated three times to avoid errors.

2.3. Numerical Methods

Due to the complex geometric model of the air inlet structure of the nebulizer, diffusion
was prone to occur at the mouthpiece outlet, and the contraction of the cross-sectional area
at the throat could result in an increase in airflow velocity, leading to the transition from
laminar to turbulent flow and boundary layer separation. Therefore, a turbulence model
capable of accurately solving such transition and separation phenomena is crucial for
subsequent simulation studies. Menter et al. proposed the Transition SST model, which has
been proven to better solve transition and separation phenomena than traditional RANS
models [33]. Zhang and Kleinstreuer also applied this turbulence model in a simulation
study of the human respiratory tract [34]. Hence, this turbulence model was used to
simulate the transition from laminar to turbulent flow and boundary layer separation that
occurred in the air inlet structure model connected to the MT model. The equations for the
Transition SST model are given below [35]:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂xi
(ρui) = 0 (1)

where ρ is the fluid density, xi is the distance in the direction, and ui is the mean velocity in
the i direction.

∂
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(ρui) +

∂
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∂uj
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− 2
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j
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where p is the gas pressure, µ is the turbulent dynamic viscosity, δij is the Kronecker
function (δij = 1 when i = j; δij = 0 otherwise), and u′i is the turbulent velocity fluctuation
in the i direction.

∂
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µ +
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)
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)
(3)

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, G̃k is the modification term based on the standard
SST model for turbulent kinetic energy production, Ỹk is the modification term based on the
standard SST model for turbulent kinetic energy dissipation, µt is the turbulent dynamic
viscosity, and σk is the turbulent Prandtl number for turbulent kinetic energy.

∂
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∂
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(
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)
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∂
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(4)

where ω is the turbulent dissipation rate, Gω is the production term for turbulent dissipation
rate, and Yω is the dissipation term for turbulent dissipation rate.
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]
(5)

where Pγ1 and Pγ2 are the production terms for the intermittency factor, and Eγ1 and Eγ2
are the dissipation terms for the intermittency factor γ.
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)
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= Pθt +
∂
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]
(6)

where Pθt is the production term for the transition momentum thickness Reynolds number.
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2.4. Geometries for Simulations

According to the experimental design, three types of inlet structure models were
constructed and connected to the mouthpiece and subsequently linked to the respiratory
tract model, as shown in Figure 5a–c, where the blue regions represent the air inlets.
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Firstly, the mesh independence test was conducted for the geometry of the semi-
circular inlet. A monitoring line M-M′ (as shown in Figure 6) was selected in the MT model,
and the non-dimensional velocity distribution along this line was compared under different
mesh sizes with five boundary layers, as shown in Figure 7. The results with 14.8 million
meshes were used as the baseline, and it was found that the results with 2.64 million meshes
had an error of less than 5%. Therefore, the model with 2.64 million meshes was used for
subsequent simulation analysis. The same mesh independence test was performed for the
symmetrical four-inlet and multiple-orifice models, and finally, 2.7 million meshes and
2.68 million meshes were used for the subsequent simulations of the symmetrical four-inlet
and multiple-orifice models, respectively.
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2.5. Simulation Setup

To study the transport of inhaled drug particles within the MT model, simulations
were conducted to observe the flow field distribution under a steady inspiratory flow
rate of 15 L/min. The pressure-based solver was used during the simulation process,
and the SIMPLE algorithm was employed. The second-order upwind scheme was used
for discretization, and convergence of the airflow field calculation was considered to be
achieved when the dimensionless residual was less than 10−3. At the inlet of the VMN, a
pressure-inlet condition was applied, and at the outlet of the MT model, a pressure-outlet
condition was applied to simulate the inspiratory flow caused by lung expansion.

2.6. DF

The DF is a quantitative measure of droplet deposition in the human airway, and it is
defined as:

DF =
m1

m1 + m2
× 100% (7)

where m1 is the mass of droplets deposited in the mouthpiece and MT model, and m2 is the
total mass of droplets deposited in the bubble absorption tube, prefilter, and membrane filter.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Numerical Simulation of Flow Field Distribution

Figure 8 shows the velocity distribution on the plane and eight cross-sections for
different air inlet structure models at an inspiratory flow rate of 15 L/min. Thehe semi-
circular inlet, symmetrical four-inlet, and multiple-orifice inlet structures were designated
VMN1, VMN2, and VMN3, respectively. As shown in Figure 8a,b, for the semi-circular
structure, due to the non-centrally symmetrical design of the inlet, the airflow enters the
mouthpiece vertically from the top and forms two symmetric vortices after impacting
the lower sidewall of the mouthpiece. These vortices then move along the left and right
sidewalls of the mouthpiece, meet above the mouthpiece, and then move downward. As
the airflow leaves the mouthpiece, due to the higher velocity at the edge of the mouthpiece,
the airflow decelerates rapidly and diffuses at the rear of the oral cavity. However, it should
be noted that the faster-velocity region at cross-section 5 is concentrated in the middle
plane, not at the centerline of the flow. This indicates that the flow is not fully developed
yet, and there is relatively strong secondary flow in the pharyngeal region compared to
Figure 8d,f, making it more likely for droplets to deposit on the respiratory tract wall. For
the pharyngeal section of the MT model under the three inlet structure models, the velocity
distributions at cross-sections 6, 7, and 8 are similar, with the high-velocity region located
on the outside of the bend.
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In Figure 8c, the symmetrical four-inlet structure shows improved flow characteristics
compared to the semi-circular structure, and there is no obvious downward flow. However,
in Figure 8d, at cross-section 1, the airflow collision results in an X-shaped high-velocity
region at cross-section 2, indicating that the airflow is concentrated in the center of the
horizontal oral structure but with strong secondary flow toward the oblique upper and
lower walls of the mouthpiece. This may also increase the DF of droplets. At cross-sections 3
and 4, the airflow inside the mouthpiece is relatively uniform with slightly higher velocities
in the middle. At cross-section 5, the central velocity is also higher, and the diffusion of air
at the rear of the oral cavity is not significant.

The multiple-orifice inlet structure exhibits the best flow characteristics. In Figure 8e,
the velocity distribution on the middle plane shows that the airflow in the oral cavity is
almost entirely concentrated in the central region with weak diffusion towards the upper
and lower sides. In Figure 8f, at cross-section 1, the multiple orifices converge at the back of
the nebulizer plate, and at cross-section 2, a nearly perfect circular high-velocity region is
formed. At cross-section 3 in the mouthpiece area, there is a slight horizontal diffusion, but
the extent of diffusion is lower than that of the symmetrical four-inlet structure in Figure 8d.
Subsequent cross-sections 4 and 5 show more concentrated velocity centers compared to
the symmetrical four-inlet structure.

It can be concluded that the multiple-orifice inlet structure directs the airflow from
the inlet position to the center of the mouthpiece and then into the oral cavity, avoiding
the direct impact on the walls as seen in the semi-circular structure. Compared to the
symmetrical four-inlet structure, it reduces the diffusion of airflow towards the surrounding
area, thus reducing the deposition of droplets in the oral cavity under the influence of
secondary flow.

3.2. Experimental Study of DFs

Figure 9 shows the DF of droplets generated by three different inlet structures of the
VMN in the MT model as a function of the inertial parameter ρdd2

dQ, along with the results
from preliminary tests with a commercial VMN. The experimental results are represented
by black circles for the Yuwell HL100A VMN, blue squares for nebulizers with a semi-
circular air inlet structure, purple triangles for symmetrical four-inlet structures, and green
diamonds for multiple-orifice air inlet structures.
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As shown in Figure 9, the DF results of the homemade VMNs with three different inlet
structures and the commercial VMN from the preliminary study [31] all exhibit a U-shaped
trend. Specifically, when the inhalation flow rate is low, limited droplet evaporation and
the influence of gravity settling lead to higher DFs. As the flow rate increases, droplet
evaporation becomes more complete, reducing droplet size and enhancing alignment with
airflow, resulting in lower DFs. At higher flow rates, almost complete droplet evaporation,
combined with increased velocity and inertia, leads to elevated DFs. Further details on
these mechanisms can be found in our previous work [36]. Among them, the VMN with
the multiple-orifice inlet structure shows the lowest DF in the MT model, indicating the
highest efficiency for pulmonary drug delivery.

At an inhalation flow rate of 15 L/min, the DFs of semi-circular inlet and symmetrical
four-inlet VMNs are 37.4% and 34.7%, respectively, while the multiple-orifice inlet VMN
exhibits only 15.6% deposition. As the inhalation flow rate increases to 22.5 and 30 L/min,
the DFs for all VMNs significantly decrease, with values below 10%. When the inhalation
flow rate is raised to 45 L/min, the DFs for the three VMNs rise again to 37.5%, 35.6%,
and 29.0%, respectively. Further increasing the inhalation flow rate to 60 L/min results
in the DFs continuing to increase to 52.6%, 43.6%, and 33.8% for the semi-circular inlet,
symmetrical four-inlet, and multiple-orifice inlet structures, respectively. The variations in
DFs with inhalation flow rate, initially decreasing and then increasing, have been previously
explained in experiments conducted by Xia et al. [31] and Yang et al. [32]. At 15 L/min,
the lower inhalation flow rate leads to a relatively larger amount of nebulized droplets,
causing some droplets to reach equilibrium with the increased humidity of inhaled air,
thereby preventing further evaporation. As the inhalation flow rate increases, the dilution
of droplet flow allows for more efficient evaporation. When the airflow velocity increases
moderately, the droplet inertia decreases, leading to reduced DFs. However, as the airflow
velocity further increases, inertial collisions are intensified, resulting in a rapid increase in
DFs at 45 and 60 L/min.

Changes in the VMN inlet structure affect the direction and velocity of airflow in
the respiratory tract, thereby influencing the transport and deposition of droplets in the
MT model. This suggests that inertial collisions are the primary factor affecting droplet
deposition. Compared with the asymmetric semi-circular structure, the multiple-orifice
structure makes the flow field distribution more uniform. As a result, the drug carried by
the airflow enters the central position of the airway, significantly reducing droplet–wall
collisions and improving droplet delivery efficiency.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated the influence of different air inlet structures on the DF of
droplets generated by VMNs in an idealized MT airway model, using both simulations
and experiments. Three different homemade VMNs with semi-circular inlet, symmetrical
four-inlet, and multiple-orifice inlet structures were evaluated. The main findings are
as follows:

Optimization of the VMN’s air inlet structure significantly improves the efficiency
of droplet delivery. Among the homemade VMNs with different inlet structures, the
semi-circular inlet structure showed the lowest DF, with only marginal improvement
observed for the symmetrical four-inlet structure. In contrast, the multiple-orifice inlet
structure exhibited the best performance. Under the condition of a 15 L/min inhalation
flow rate, the optimization of the multiple-orifice inlet structure resulted in a DF of up to
20%. Furthermore, the region of high airflow velocity located between the mouthpiece and
oral cavity was found to be a favorable VMN inlet optimization design. The multiple-orifice
inlet structure directs the airflow from the inlet position to the center of the mouthpiece
and then into the oral cavity, reducing direct impacts and the diffusion of the airflow on the
airway walls. This leads to decreased collision between droplets and the oral cavity walls,
thereby enhancing droplet delivery efficiency.
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In conclusion, the optimization of VMNs’ air inlet structures is of paramount im-
portance in improving the efficiency of pulmonary drug delivery. The multiple-orifice
inlet structure emerged as the most promising option for enhancing droplet delivery ef-
ficiency. These research findings have implications for the design and optimization of
VMNs, aiming to enhance the effectiveness of pulmonary drug delivery and optimize
therapeutic outcomes.
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